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Drive

The SurprisingTruth about
what Motivates us

I love it when friends, authors, thinkers, comedians, and scientists are able to cut to the heart of something we’ve all been
thinking, but were never able to articulate: in Drive, Daniel
H. Pink goes after our real or imagined relationship with
money, and to what extent it actually motivates us to not just
work harder, but be more creative and effective in our jobs.
Not only are his findings fascinating, they’re so contradictory of traditional Economic models for human behaviour
that he proposes a totally new paradigm. He calls it Drive
3.0. (Drive 1.0 being Biological, and 2.0 being Economic).
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S

ince most of us (in the developed
world) have the first two taken care of
by about age 25, most offices and workplaces are filled with bored empty zombies,
clacking keys and shoving paper around until they retire. Their problem is they bought
into the Drive 2.0 model (“it’s all about
money, make more and you’ll be happier”)

ity and doles it out to his family members
in the form of consumption and ‘time off’.

Anyone in the US who makes less than
about 30 thousand dollars annually will actually be ecstatic to get
more money. They can
be incentivized to work
more and work harder
on any job, you name
it. But once they hit the
30 thousand mark, they
start to slack off. Money
is about survival, and
30 grand is enough for
most people to survive. Once they start making more than that, it’s time to stop paying,
and start inspiring. And here’s where the
fun, cool, creative jobs are. Pink refers to
this new motivator as Intrinsic motivation.

If you can’t imagine how such a workplace would function,
I want you to think
about Michael Jordan,
the greatest basketball player, arguably
the greatest competitor there ever was. He
wanted to play against
the best in the world.

The message is simple: work is painful and
bad, money is what you get for doing the
bad stuff, and with money you buy things
and go on trips and have fun. I repeat: work
is painful and bad. If we cling to this ancient
model any longer it will doom us to boring
Well, of course money makes some listless work lives. And we have no excuses,
people happy right? Sure! When because there are examples of very cool
those people are running short of it! fun exciting workplaces all over the world.

If MJ just wanted to
win, he could have
played against college kids all day, not
play against the best players in the world.
So we know ego wasn’t his main drive.

If he just wanted money, he never would
have had the motivation to even make the
High School team… he would have just
Wow. Sounds amazing right? Wouldn’t
been a Doctor, Lawyer or Stock Broker…
that be incredible if you could just hit
So we know money wasn’t his main drive.
the phones, bursting with energy for 8
hours straight, calling up prospects, pull- If he just wanted Championship rings he
ing in commissions, and all the while, would have called up his friends and takjust feeling happy and delighted at work? en his Dream Team buddies on the easier,
dullest Dynasty of all time….So we know
You’re right. It would be. So how does that
Rings weren’t his main drive. And behappen?Traditional economic models we
sides, when he put that jersey on, MJ had
studied in school indicated that if people
no friends. Not even on his own team.
wanted something bad enough, that demand would push up prices. At the Under- And yet he went in to work, and performed
graduate level we always assume that more brilliantly. He had fire, passion, motivation,
money is good, and can never be bad. There- and will. And when he needed more of it,
fore, if you give someone more money, they he created it out of thin air. Would anyone
will always be happier and have more utility. say he was doing it for ego, cash or rings?
History shows that he didn’t do that. In
That’s where the cracks in Drive 2.0 start to
fact he recently commented that he never
show. The purely Economic man is just utilwould have joined up with Charles Barkley
itarian. He’ll work doing any job (shudder)
or Magic Johnson–he wanted to beat them.
just to make money. He then takes his util4

Ironically the more companies pay us to do
our jobs, the less we enjoy them. Harkening
back to the simplistic models of Econ 101, we
naturally associate any activity that we’re being paid to do, as work, and suddenly, not as
fun as if we were doing the exact same thing
for free (reverse rationalization, if you will).
Being paid or incentivized actually throws
off a lot of the creativity and joy of work.

The point is, when you watched Michael
when he was in the zone, he was in a totally
different head space. It’s when you’re faced
with a challenge, but you have the power and
resources to overcome it, and you relish in
that challenge, as well as the triumph. That
zone is known as Flow. And Flow, my friend,
is what’s missing from your job–not cash,
an executive washroom, or Casual Fridays.

Ok, Cash. It’s a sensitive subject, so Can you imagine how hard it would be to write
let’s address the elephant in the room. a Hollywood movie, knowing that you might
make 20 million dollars if it’s a hit, and you’ll
Bottom line, most people are totally baffled
probably never work again if it’s a dud? Ouch.
when it comes to money. When they have too
Better stick to a bland romantic comedy with
little of it, they complain, and when they start
the current it girl, and quirky goofy model actor.
making more of it, they don’t know where to
put it or how to invest; if anything they get So we combine these two huge ideas thusly:
too comfortable and start flashing the credit when you or your employees graduate from
cards, which ultimately lead to financial ruin. school, they will do anything for money; they
need it to pay off loans, to get a new car, maybe
Most people never reach a ‘good place’ when
put money down on a new house or a honeyit comes to their finances. It just doesn’t
moon, but as their salaries rise, don’t expect
seem there’s ever enough of it! And yet we
that to fuel them forever. As your employees
were always taught in class that the more
move into management roles, you have to get
we get, the happier (er, full of utility) we get!
the most out of them by inspiring them, and
Pink explains that our desire for money giving them the freedom to choose how they
is pretty much relegated to basic expens- want to do their jobs (scary, I know). As long as
es like buying food and paying bills, but their job is challenging (but not impossible)
nothing like Flow. Not only is Money inca- they’ll always be jacked up to come into work,
pable of ‘buying’ flow, our compensation and if necessary, stay overtime working on the
packages often stand in our way of flow. latest big project. Nurture their creative sides,
and everyone in the company will benefit.
To sum up, this book is the difference between a great job, and a terrible one. It declares the Drive 2.0 model dead, and consider yourself lucky that you got the message
early. Can you use these ideas at your current
Workplace?Then start today. If not, start looking for a place you where can. It’s worth it.

Wait, what?
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Linchpin
The World is Average and
You are Indispensable

I get the feeling that Seth Godin is working his way towards the ultimate business book. Every book of his builds
upon the last, and every time his conviction, and focus gets
stronger and stronger. My only fear is that as his message becomes more powerful and beneficial, those reading will be
more and more desperate for a quick fix (eg. as the economies and job markets in North America and Europe worsen).
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M

ercifully, for those in need, Linchpin
has you covered. The premise of the
book goes like this: the system we were
brought up in, from the time we were kids,
is all about creating average interchangeable
units of human capital. We view Human Resources in 2012 in much the same way we saw
Wood, Metal and Widgets at the turn of the
20th century: standard parts, higher efficiency, higher profitability. Sounds great, except
now those units are people. Those units are
you, and everyone you graduated college with.

So what does it mean to communicate something unique about yourself? You might want
to sit down for this (or grab a barf bag, if you
must): it means being an artist. Now, to most
people, an artist means, drawing, painting,
singing, dancing, creating and selling art,
right? Not exactly. The idea is that if you’re going to do something unique, if you’re going to
be truly unique and irreplaceable you’ve got
to go into the deep end — you’ve got to sell
emotional labour.The difference, the way to
be unique, is to bring emotion to your work,
Specifically, the problem is that this system bring art to your work– to become an artist.
is fantastic… for the companies who wish to Sounds scary? It should. It goes against
hire you (or not). They’ve created a system pretty much everything you’ve ever been
through standardized education, standard- taught at school, and from your parents, on
ized tests, etc, that overflows the job market what it means to be successful. Your instincts
with incredibly average worker bees, making want you to do as you’re told. That’s the
the companies more agile and adaptable (not Lizard brain — the part of your brain, that
to mention unoriginal). It also conveniently harkens back to our amphibian roots. All it
pushes average wages down (barring any la- cares about it survival. It hates risk, and debour unions, which seem to have played a sig- tests creativity and growth.The Lizard brain
nificant role in the creation of the middle class loves school, and loves the 9-5 job. In fact,
in the United States after WW2). This system, you might say the Lizard brain created them.
taken to its extreme hypothetical, serves big
Sometimes you get a feeling of melancholy,
companies, at the detriment of well-behaved
or loneliness, when you think about where
students and employees. Short of investyou are in life, and how much you missed
ing in the companies who seek to profit for
the security of youth. That’s the lizard brain
this, we need a handbook for navigating the
jostling you, urging you to fantasize about
21st century job market (just a little relevant
sleeping beside a fire in a warm house with a
to 21tiger, I’d say). To raise our own income,
beautiful family — your lizard brain is trying
we need to get out of that herd of clones. We
to convince you that if you’re a nice boy/girl
need to make ourselves too interesting to be
you’ll always be safe and warm. That doesn’t
easily categorized, and our talents to fascinatexist. Live in the real world. It’s more fun.
ing to be summed up with CV’s and qualification profiles. Even if you have a great CV, And the real world is more interesting too.
you’re still in a weak position if you play that Know why? Apple wants artists. So does Boegame. If all you submit is a boring CV, trying ing and Nike. You don’t think Michael Jorto convince the company of your better-than- dan brought emotion to his craft? Designaverage-ness, you’ll never get the chance to ers are artists, as are great actors, and great
prove anything. And that’s the real problem: if public speakers. The good ones are good,
your communications with potential employ- the great ones are emotional. And you’ll
ers emphasize just how average and replace- never learn this in school, because it’s imable you are, how much do you think you’ll possible to test for emotion via Scantron.
be paid? And why would they stop skimming And in times of economic uncertainty, don’t
CV’s for Ivy Leagues and shredding the rest? you think you’ve tried everything else? Of
Being Slightly remarkable is a losing strategy. course you have. Now try the craziest thing ever.
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Me 2.0
The CV (also known as the résumé) was the big deal for years,
as people needed some kind of document to promote themselves in search of a job. It was the most rudimentary branding tool. Now millions of job seekers look to the internet (as
do millions of companies, looking for talent). So don’t you
think you should update your branding tools? And what do
you think Employers do when they get your application?
They Google you.
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P

ersonal Branding is an idea that started with Tom Peters about 15 years ago,
and is now hugely impacted by our
powerful ability to search anything about
anyone. You see, years ago, you met someone, you knew a little about them because
you knew what school they went to, who they
were dating, what kind of car they drove, what
company they worked for. There are bits and
pieces of information that you can use to really paint a picture of someone. But you’re
guessing there. There’s a lot of assumptions
you’re making when you say Jane is hip and
trendy because she drives a Hyundai Sonata.

Basically, companies that got your resume
would make assumptions about you based
on your school, your accomplishments,
and weed you out and eventually interview the top five candidates. Now they can
do all of that, and more, before they get to
the interview stage. Which is great, because
about 100 times more people are applying!
Click. Click. You’re hired.

can reveal a ton by crafting your online brand.
That’s what they’re getting when they hire
you: your brains and your great personality.
Besides your general Google search feedback, you have to get a LinkedIn account.
The professional network is used by one and
all to keep in touch with colleagues, classmates and prospects to help share job tips,
and put teams of talented people together.
You want to be in there, you want all your
best colleagues and classmates talking to
you, and you want to make sure your profile is professional. After reading this book,
I went back and checked out my profile: It
looked OK, but I was getting lazy, because I’d
stopped giving out my business cards everywhere and putting those cards that I did
receive into LinkedIn. My network was less
than 100 people. How embarrassing. Because
of this book, I’ll be going to a networking
even tonight, to get my business card out
there. The point of getting more and more
connections is you get more tips for job opportunities right in LinkedIn. And of course,
more connections to you will benefit you in
your Google Ranking as well. Going to networking events means hopefully meeting a
handful of smart interesting people overtime
you go, and if even a couple of those turn out
to be friendly, your network of smart cool
ambitious friends keeps growing. I like that.

The level of detail that your ‘Google Search’
reveals about you is so rich that we can actually start talking about Personal Branding online. What are you saying online?
What are you saying in real life? Do they
match? Are you saying something that
everyone else is saying? Or do you have
your own personal twist? Because if you
don’t, you don’t really have a strong brand. A riff on an old saying goes, “It’s not who
Which means companies, contacts, and you know, it’s who knows you.” I saw that
people, might not remember you. Not cool. on a T-shirt years ago, and it’s so true. And
that’s what Me 2.0 is about. If you have a
When I was finishing high school I wanted weak personal brand, people don’t know you
to do something creative. I wanted to try de- and they don’t know why you’re so intersign. For that I had to put together a portfo- esting and unique. Because so much of our
lio of my work, my best drawings, paintings, lives take place online nowadays, cultivatsketches, compiled in a tight package with a ing an online brand is a great place to start.
theme. It had to look professional and had
to express my personality. I liked drawing Yes this involves a great deal of self-reflection,
steely cityscapes, and natural scenes, in bi- but it should be an enjoyable process. What
zarre, disorienting perspectives. They could do you want people to think when they meet
see right away. They loved my portfolio. But you the first time. Do your clothes reflect that?
as a service provider (eg. a manager, tal- Do your topics of conversation reflect that?
ent hunter, PR expert, Accountant, etc) you Branding is focusing on the few things you
don’t really want to show off your ledgers. really love, the few projects you love, the few
No one’s asking for some of your best Excel hobbies you love. If you focus your time on that,
spreadsheets (or maybe there are !), but you you’ll be distinct and sharp. Your self-knowledge is empowering and makes you more con9

fident. If you ‘sorta’ like everything, you come off as wishy-washy: Nice person. Weak brand.
Dan goes into great detail in online branding and blogging. Blogging started a few years ago
with people wanting to write about their own personal lives, but it didn’t stay like that for
long. It turns out, the late-night talk show hosts were right! No one wants to read about your
cats! What people really want to do is meet other people who do cool interesting things.
Social (online) Networking. That means if you’re going to get your own website (blogging
is a great place to do that, because it’s incredibly easy, and almost always free) you can use
it to build your personal brand. Dan runs down the game plan for getting your name out
there, getting noticed, and building a following. This is huge. The more popular your blog/
website/online portfolio/online CV gets, the higher your Google Ranking. And suddenly, you
are ‘somebody’ when the recruiters do a search on your name. You might even be an expert. In Dan Schawbel’s case, it led to numerous interviews with Fast Company and Fortune magazine, and speaking engagements (cha-ching!), and amazing job opportunities.

This book is the playbook, not for the optional attempt to get a high score on the interwebs,
but for the totally necessary online (and offline) branding that is going to get you noticed,
get you paid and get you into the big leagues, in whatever field you’re in, doing whatever
cool projects you want to be doing.
Bottom line, you already have a brand, the question is:
How compelling is it?
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The 50 Law
th

How to Build an Empire from Scratch
“Empty your mind, be formless, shapeless – like water.
Now you put water into a cup, it becomes the cup, you
put water into a bottle, it becomes the bottle, you put
it in a teapot, it becomes the teapot. Now water can
flow or it can crash. Be water, my friend.” – Bruce Lee
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hatever you think of rapper-turned-entrepreneur 50 Cent (AKA. Curtis Jackson), he
must know a thing or two about fear. And for anyone familiar with Robert Greene
(48 Laws of Power, The Art of Seduction etc), he certainly lent a massive amount of
credibility to the research side of this book.Years ago, I devoured The 48 Laws, but I had no idea
what I was in for with the 50th. It’s the story of how 50 Cent (née Curtis Jackson, from Queens,
New York) was forced, at a very early age, to let go of his grasp on mortality, get smarter, get strategic, and maneuver his way out of a dangerous area, and a dangerous lifestyle. He wouldn’t
be able to do that with his everyday fears, and everyday attitudes, so he had to let them go.
Like all Robert Greene books, I’m warning you now, about 20 pages in you may feel as if the
very ghost of Macchiaveli is right beside you on the couch. With each page, 50 reveals not
just his business plans, but his personal plans for escaping the vicious cycle of a drug dealing huslter. He planned everything meticulously. He used his strengths to his advantage, and
his
weaknesses,
he turned against
his enemies. He
became an invisible man when he
needed to, a monster when he had
to, and a charmer
when he could.
To his surprise,
as soon as he escaped the dope
game, he found a
newer, more plush
ghetto to escape
from: being an artist with a record
deal. What seemed
like
a
dream
come true was actually
another
corner,
another
production line,
where the bosses
made all the real
money. He immediately set about
his plan to expand beyond music. The first lesson of fearlessness: don’t be afraid of making mistakes and taking risk, be afraid of what will happen if you are dependent on others to eat, to live, to survive. Learn, so you can own. You’re either doing one or the other.
When you’re an owner, you have the freedom, when you’re an employee, you’re a servant.
But how? How is it possible to be so much craftier than those around us, those that would
stop us, hurt us, steal from us, or worse? No one is perfect, we all have advantages and disadvantages, strengths and weakness. The trick is to turn your weaknesses into strengths;
morph into something else, shift your strategy such that your weaknesses disappear, all the
while focusing on your opponents weakness and driving a stake through them. Whether
you’re a man, a woman, a company, or a country, this mode of strategic thinking can transform you: if people say you’re small you can be agile and fast, if people think you’re too
inexperienced, you can create a name for yourself, with no legacy to slow you down. Your
greatest fear is not your enemies, but your mind going soft and your perceptions dated.
Fear plays another interesting role in the eyes of the Enlightened: it turns out that our
peak potential and charm is when we’re playing with chance. Improvise, and let the excitement fill you. When we overanalyze, and sterilize the world around us, we’re disconnected from the moment, fractured, dulled. To live a life without pain or death
would be an utter bore, we should be thankful; it’s the stimulation of risk that makes
life enjoyable. Turning the ultimate weakness–mortality–into our most treasured jewel.
Whether it’s getting a beautiful woman’s phone number, skydiving, or starting your own business, its the risk, its the tantilizing edge that we walk, that seems
to add color and life to everything we do–the difference between life and death.
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The Lean
Startup

Take the Risk out of
Entrepreneurialism

In David Fincher’s 1999 cult classic, Fight Club, there’s a scene where Tyler Durden and the
Narrator are cruising down the highway talking about the future of their boxing club irst fight’s
free, then you franchise out, etc). They’re arguing about who’s in charge, what’s the goal of the
group, how to deal with growth: they’re entrepreneurs and they’ve both come up with something great, that seems to be catching on. And what does Tyler Durden do? He takes his hands
off the wheel, and lets the car go where it wants. The car steers itself, and Tyler hits the gas.
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This would be a great opening for my Lean Startup review, had Tyler and the Narrator not gone off the road.
The car was destroyed, but the leaders survived, and got
a little wiser. Was that a Pivot? This book is not just about
small tech startups, though if you’ve heard anything about
it (the buzz has been building around the interwebs for
about 2 years now, mostly on tech sites), you’d be forgiven
for the assumption. Frankly, if this book was just about
starting tech companies in Silicon Valley, it’d be pretty
boring, aimed at a very very niche audience. It’s neither.
The brilliance of this book is that it’s ideas (admittedly borrowed somewhat from Lean Manufacturing) can be applied to almost any project, service, or
company. It will make your venture faster, smarter,
and cheaper. In fact, you can even use the principles in here if you want to keep your job (you’re not
an Entrepreneur, you’re an Intrapreneur– I like that).
So why is Entrepreneurship (for example) so scary?
Because we always hear about how 90% of small business fail within a year. No one doubts the numbers, or
bothers to look them up. We just decide not to take the
gamble. This book can actually pare down that 90% figure drastically, and help you learn and iterate your business fast. It’s ok to get a little excited at the thought.
So why the Brad Pitt reference? Because a big reason of
why so many small businesses fail is because they’re just
about what the designer, the entrepreneur, wants. And
that’s no way to run a business. The key should be to very
quickly figure out what your customers want (also known
as marketing). The Lean Startup will get you working on a
quick and dirty ‘version’ of your company fast, so you know
if the company has a chance, before you scale up and make
a huge expensive mistake. When you let go of the proverbial steering wheel, the point is to let the customers design your products, your website, even your company logo.
Do you think Tim Ferriss named his own books, or
picked the right color combinations for the cover art?
Think again. He tested tons of different combinations (either using online tools, or ‘physical’ tests) before he nailed the NY Times bestselling combination. Smart. He replaced assumptions with results.
And when your car crashes, you shouldn’t worry if your
original plan was a bust. You learn. Learning is the point
(more important even than money). You dust yourself
off, and get started on a new revised strategy. Pivot.
Hm. Maybe it wasn’t such a bad metaphor after all. ￼
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Rework

Rework is a book about how to rethink business–how to rethink your job,
how to rethink your colleagues, how to rethink success. So what’s wrong
with business in the first place?
Well, like how many pursuits go awry in life, the emphasis of image over substance
(like in George Leonard’s “Mastery”) is the killer. So how does this come across
in business? The desire to have a cool business card is one way, the desire to get
big fast is another, the desire to use ‘bizspeak’ words when plain English will do
is another. There is this temptation to very quickly overcome your small size and
limited experience, with a veneer of cheesy tacked on ‘professionalism,’ which
really stinks because, of course, everyone around you can smell it. It’s a turn-off.
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And if you’re being dishonest about
your size, your success and your persona, is it possible you’re being dishonest about your products too? Of course.
And so this book is actually an antidote for that reckless egotism: rather
than emphasize methods to grow big,
strong, rich and famous fast (see 99%
of Business Books next time your at
the Airport), it pursues great products,
and emphasizes the varied advantages
of actually being small, nimble, and unknown. Instead of fighting against yourself, or chasing a ghost called “credibility”, you use your newness and small
size to your advantage. Furthermore, by
adopting this ‘alternate’ route to success, your customers, suppliers, partners and fans, can fall in love with the
real you, instead of that guy from Wall
Street (or worse, American Psycho).
There is a great expression, often used
in the tech industry: Eating your own
dogfood. If you eat your own dogfood,
it means you actually use the products your company makes–all the time.
There is a fundamental difference here
between great companies, and good
profitable businesses: some of the best
companies in the world were started
just because the founders wanted to
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buy their own product but couldn’t
find it on the market. Nike started this
way, as did Apple, as did 37signals.
What’s the advantage here? The advantage is a keen awareness (sometimes neurotic is a better word here)
and insane obsession with perfectionism. Steve Jobs famously barked at his
designers because the original iPod
took too many clicks to get the music
to come on. He’s not tapped in to what
the consumers want, and famously abhors focus groups. What Jobs
wants isn’t an awesome music player/
phone/laptop for you, but for himself.
Why doesn’t every company do
this? Because frankly some companies are just set up to make money.
There’s a hole in the market,there’s
an arbitrage opportunity, and there’s
money to be made. But you don’t
get fans for being interested in arbitrage. And without fans, you don’t
get the free advertising. You don’t
get recommendations. And you sure
don’t get people carving your company logo into the back of their head.

Good
to

Great
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This book came out almost 10 years
ago, but within its pages, are some of
the most thought provoking results
on Business Excellence. Actually, Excellence in general. The great thing
about studying Public Companies is
that we can study their freely available numbers, we can break down
their acceleration of growth, and we
can talk to their bosses and innovators.
And that’s exactly what Jim Collins
and his team of researchers did. They
found a handful of companies that had
huge sustained growth for 15 years and
asked “What are they doing? How did
they get here? Why are they so rare?”

There’s another theme that really hit home
for me, on a professional level and a personal level. They call it the Hedgehog concept
based on an old parable of the Hedgehog:

What they found were a string of totally non-MBA answers. A few simple concepts and only 10 or 20 leaders in the
country could hold themselves to. Wow.
First, the leaders: we know that leaders in
business can be very loud, very cool, very
power hungry and egotistic.But these types
of characters were nowhere to be found in
the study. What did the leaders of these great
companies (like Nucor, Gillette, Wells Fargo)
have in common, when it came to leadership?
Diligence,

and

Modesty.

That’s

selves) to grow and be great. Part of that
modesty the leaders were not going for glory
but diligently, and rigorously, doing the hard
things to promote the company, the group,
the collective. And here’s a crazy thought: if
you really want your company to be great,
you’ll set it up so that it will continue to be
great, even after you retire! How many retired CEO’s do you know that lose sleep
thinking about their old company?How
many companies have you worked for, that
you’ve worried about, long after you’d already left the job? That’s real passion, loyalty, and care for the company. And it’s rare.

it.

If you can find a guy or girl who will work all
day and all night, and will do whatever it takes
to rigorously do the homework (on the competition, on new technology, when it comes
to hiring, when it comes to expansion), who
is modest to a fault, that’s your future CEO.
And they discovered something remarkable
about
their
compensation too: it doesn’t make a difference.
All the nonsense and backdoor deals going
on on Wall Street, and here’s a group of the
best companies in the last 15 years, according to Wall Street, and the compensation was
not a motivating factor, and did not move the
stock price up or down. So what was it then?

In the woods, the Fox is always trying to eat
the Hedgehog, but never succeeds. He tries
various tricks, pouncing in the day, pouncing at night, being slow, being fast, luring the
Hedgehog, or a surprise attack, but he just
fails and fails and fails. The Hedgehog, with
none of the speed, agility, or aggression of
the Fox, survives with one simple defense.
Whenever it sees the Fox coming, it just rolls
up into a ball with those spikes out. The Fox
can do nothing when the spikes are out, so
it eventually gives up and wanders off. The
Fox goes hungry and the Hedgehog thrives.
How could such an weird looking creature
be the basis for business and personal excellence? By sticking to one thing. Basically, the Fox can be compared to a company
with tons of great technology, a bunch of
different projects, and lots of resources. By
bouncing around to different things, it never
really focuses its energy on one thing. And
why does that matter? Because it never gets
to be the best in the world at one thing that
way. And so you never hear about them.
As people, we can consider the Hedgehog
an inspirational figure of sorts: it is born
with this one talent, or trick. It exploits that
talent every single day, and as a result it
thrives. It doesn’t aspire to be like the Fox
in speed and agility, and even grace. It just
plods along, and slowly but surely, becomes

These old fashioned, hard working, modest
guys just wanted their company (not them18

great at being…a Hedgehog. Think of a Comedian that works on this one set of jokes, for
15 years. For 15 years you never hear about the guy, and then suddenly, BOOM, he’s everywhere. You start seeing clips on Youtube, you hear he has a new TV show and movie deal
in the works, and your friend think he’s the funniest thing on Earth. Thats how it happens.
Not overnight, but a long, gradual, almost mundane process, of sticking to one great thing.
Back to business, we found that this is one of the hardest things for great companies to do:
say no to trendy, cool, hot new projects that threaten to pull the company far away from their
core excellence.

For example, in the book, the American Pharmacy Wal-Greens decided they wanted to be the
most convenient pharmacy in the country.That was it. Once they had that idea, all decisions were
easy. It meant doing some crazy things, (like closing a store, only to reopen a store a block away
with better access from the main traffic routes, etc) but it got them all the answers. If you can prioritize, you can answer any question. And you can only prioritize if you have rigor and discipline.
The first two factors of the Hedgehog concept are Passion and ‘Best in the World Focus.’ The third and final factor is, at last, about money. After all, I didn’t say these companies were the coolest in the US (a steel company and a drug company?), they were being highlighted because of their consistently excellent performance on the stock market.
The final factor was choosing a metric that defined how they measured excellence, and zeroing in on that target. These guys could aim to maximize profit per store, profit per employee,
profit per country, profit per customer visit, anything they wanted. And each one had its
own implications for future plans. The bottom line is this, the third factor is the way the
company measures how well people are doing their jobs. Walgreens wanted to maximize
profit per customer visit. That meant every time someone walked in the door, all the advertisers had done their jobs. Now it was time to see just how great the experience was to be
in a Walgreens store. If it was great, profit would trend up. If it was confusing, noisy, over
crowded, empty shelves, rude staff, the profit would trend down. It’s that simple. By zeroing in on this one metric, Walgreens beat the market by a mile, year after year after year.
Yes its a business book, and yes I’ve got some terrific ideas for my own job, but you
can get a tremendous amount of personal insight as well. Here’s food for thought :
what one thing can I do, day in, day out, and eventually be the best in the world at?
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Setting the Table

The Transforming Power of
Hospitality in Business

Not being a foodie
myself, I hadn’t heard of
Danny Meyer until stock picker/
funnyman/investment coach Jim Cramer mentioned him on Mad Money. Danny
Meyer was mentioned numerous times of
having picked a handful of stocks that met his
standards, which he dubbed his “Hospitality
Index” (more on this later), and how great those
stocks had done in the market.
Was there something to Danny’s restauranteur flair that could be applied to a wide
variety of stocks from Banks, to Industrial stocks, to Telecom? Apparently
there was. But first, who the
heck is Danny Meyer?
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Danny grew up around food, and Hedonism, his whole life. The family would spend
extended periods of time in Europe (particularly Italy and France) when he was growing up, and in his twenties, Danny spent extensive time there working for his father’s
tourism company. All the while Danny went
from restaurant to restaurant, cafe to cafe,
sampling the very best pastas, seafoods and
wines Europe had to offer. Over the years,
he built up quite a nest egg from his great
tourism job, and later a sales job in New
York. But it didn’t feel right to be a money
guy or a salesman. He was a foodie at heart.
All his friends were in the restaurant business, and he felt it was time to jump in.
Danny tells the story of how he grew from
his very first Union Square Cafe, to a massive Group of First tier New York eateries,
from French food, to Indian, and American Burgers, and how he learned to be
a great boss. There had to be something
to this guy. Something everyone else was
missing. Danny lays his cards on the table:
“Hospitality exists when you believe the
other person is on your side.”
Why is that sentence so striking? Because we
remember overwhelming positive feelings in
rare cases where that sentence has been true,
and we associate cynical, cold feelings whenever we feel a company is just trying to take
advantage of us. If Danny’s restaurants embody this message, is it any wonder he has so
many regular customers? Is it any wonder he’s
been successful in so many different styles
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of cuisine? Is it any wonder budding foodies
desperately want to work for this company?
Some of the anecdotes that relay Meyer’s
version of Hospitality will really blow you
away. Hardly anyone seems to get what
Danny has: Today’s dollars don’t matter, it’s Tomorrow’s dollars that matter.
In the restaurant business you have to have 3
great servings before a customer will really fall
in love with your restaurant. Great ones. One
reason Danny’s company has been such a hit
is they go the extra mile, which is why people become hooked, and then become regulars. What do I mean by ‘go the extra mile’?
One particularly amazing story from “Setting
the Table” is a couple coming into the restaurant and revealing that it was their anniversary that night. It turned out the man had
a favourite bottle of Champagne waiting for
them at home. When he asked the Maitre d’ if
it was alright sitting in the freezer,he started to
panic: the Maitre d’ explained that, left unattended, his Champagne would explode when
frozen! The man wanted to cancel the dinner,
and rush home to move the Champagne, but
the Maitre d’ wouldn’t let that happen. Knowing their anniversary night would be ruined
if the couple had to leave the restaurant, the
Maitre d’ offered to go over to his house, and
remove the bottle from the freezer. He even
left a box of Chocolates next to the fridge as
congratulations on this special occasion. The
couple was stunned at this man’s willingness to go the extra mile. I know what you’re
thinking: “That kind of thoughtfulness, that
kind of devotion, care, for the customer…
is that even possible? What about profits?
How can they run a business like that?? “

The same way the rest of the ‘Danny Meyer Hospitality Index’ companies run their
businesses: they know that by being the best, and creating amazing moments like
that one, they’ll have hoards of ‘regulars’ night after night, year after year. Recession, Boom, it doesn’t make a difference. They do quite well. There’s obviously a
ton of stuff in here, I can’t go into it all, but I want to highlight something so brilliantly simple Danny did early on in the days of Union Square Cafe: played Sports.
He took out a sheet of paper and cooked up anything negative he could think of about the
restaurant. What would detractors say? “The location is bad? The food is too expensive? I
have to wait too long for a reserved table? The tables are too small? The wine list is too short?”

No matter how small, Danny went down the list of every conceivable
weakness and instituted policies to not just meet those complaints, but
turn them into strengths.
He called it playing Defense. For Offense, just look at all the great
things the restaurant was doing and could do.
Here’s the brilliance: just like in sports, your Offence doesn’t matter if your defence has
holes. In Sports, they say, Defence wins Championships. If you can handle Defence, the
Offence is a breeze (especially with such great players/servers and a great coach/chef). And
Danny certainly has done just that. Everyday, thousands of New Yorkers descend on his
great restaurants, not because their hungry (they are), not because the food is of such delectable quality (it is), but because of the way the servers at any of the Union Square Cafe Group
Restaurants makes them feel. And that’s something every single company can do better at.
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Love
is
the
Killer
App

I want to go back to the first book that sparked me to get into business. It was
early 2000′s, and I was working like a dog. At a factory. While I figured out
what I was going to do with my life. Everyday after work, I’d get home and
eat in front of the TV. Usually around 3 or 4 in the afternoon, there would
be some ‘Biography’ or ‘Inside the Actor’s Studio’ on, and I was always really into those, hearing about brilliant people, and their humble beginnings.
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t was around this time that I saw the story
of Bill Gates and how Richard Branson
started his empire when he was 16, etc.
I was buzzing off these ‘interview’ shows,
and there was something about them that
really turned me on, I wasn’t sure what it
was, but each one had a nugget of genius,
and I felt that if I could just keep getting
the odd nugget of genius, maybe I could
find what I wanted to do with my own life.
Flipping the channels one such afternoon, I
stopped on a local access show because there was
this wild looking hipster guy, with purple tinted
shades passionately talking up a new way of doing business. I listened with rapt attention, as
this guy, Tim Sanders, tore apart every negative
stereotype about the big bad world of business.
“These sharks don’t last”…”No one wants to be that
cheesy guy at the Office”…”I love my Company”…
”The people I work with are rockstars!“
Before I even knew what company he worked
for (Yahoo!) and what his ‘job title’ was (Chief
Solutions Officer) I knew I had a lot to learn
from this guy. He was living the existence I’d
always dreamed of, basically he was a Businessman with a Conscience. No, scratch
that. He was a Passionate Businessman!
And he wasn’t just scraping by, he had landed a
huge role at a huge company that had their pick
of pretty much anyone for that job. In other
words, his ‘passion’ wasn’t a fluke, his conscience,
his authenticity was a core element of how he did
his job! It was the thing that set him apart from
everyone else! At the time, it was a real revelation
to me that being anything other than a slimy salesman could be an… advantage in the workplace.

He’d written all his ideas down in a new book, and
within days I was delving into “Love is the Killer
App: How to Win Business and Influence Friends.”
Tim breaks down his holy trinity of Bizlove: Knowledge, Networks and Compassion. This was so huge
to me then, and now, looking back, it’s still a rarity to find people who act the way this guy lives.
The idea goes something like this: you can actually have really close relationships with great people in the office, it doesn’t have to be cold, and it
doesn’t have to be cheesy and fake, but you have
to have to know you’re stuff first. And for that,
you have to hit the books, and you have to become a social animal, networking the right way.
In order, reading great books, applying their knowledge, sharing it freely with your growing network, and
then, when you have demonstrated to people that you
know your stuff, then you can start building sincere
relationships with people. If you do that, you’ll almost
never lose a sale, you’ll almost never be undercut by a
competitor, because it won’t be about dollars and cents,
it’ll be a sincere partnership, in a sea of Machiavellis.
If you don’t know anything, and start making promises to the customer (eg. all your prospects) and then let
them down, you are the cheesy guy. You’re the shark.
At the end of this great book is a killer Reading
list to get the newly indoctrinated on their way, not
only Business books, but books on Tech, books
on Out of the box thinking, and books on …Love.
I couldn’t recommend this book more highly, and if
it isn’t already obvious, Tim Sanders’ ideas are what
led me to eventually studying Business in school,
and even doing this very blog. Tim Sanders, among
other things, is the anti-Cynic, and I believe, that
should be enough to get you to pick up his book.
Once you get a few pages in, you’ll be hooked.

Bizlove
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新代
老虎

All Writing and Artwork by Michael A. Robson
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